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By Rene Goscinny, Jean-Jacques Sempe, Anthea Bell

Phaidon Press Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, Nicholas, Rene Goscinny, Jean-Jacques Sempe, Anthea
Bell, Nicholas is the first in a series of five books, that bring to
life the day-to-day adventures of a young school boy -
amusing, endearing and always in trouble. An only child,
Nicholas appears older at school than he does at home; his
touchingly naive reactions to different situations cut through
the preconceptions of adults to result in a formidable sequence
of escapades. This first book in the series contains a collection
of 19 individual stories in which, despite trying to be good,
Nicholas and his friends always seem to end up in some sort of
mischief. In the school room, at home and in the playground,
their exuberance often takes over and the results are
calamitous - at least for their teachers and parents. Whether
confusing the photographer hired to take the class picture,
rescuing a 'stray' dog, or trying desperately to help the teacher
when the school inspector pays a visit, Nicholas always
manages to make matters worse. This hilarious and heart-
warming book will ignite laughter in children and adults alike.
These stories of Nicholas' cureless antics blend a wonderfully
imaginative sense...
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This is the greatest pdf i actually have go through right up until now. It is actually packed with knowledge and wisdom
I found out this book from my dad and i advised this publication to find out.
-- Ar ely Ra th-- Ar ely Ra th

I actually started reading this pdf. It can be rally exciting throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle span is going to
be enhance as soon as you total reading this ebook.
-- Nya  B echtela r-- Nya  B echtela r
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